The stationary states of driven systems of particles are considered from the point of view of the invariant probability distributions in phase space which characterize them. The main features of various representations of such distributions are reviewed, and a brief derivation of the one based on orbital measures is given. We mention the limits of the mathematical derivations, and discuss the expected range of applicability beyond such limits.
In equilibrium statistical mechanics mean values of observables such as temperature or pressure can be successfully predicted under the hypothesis of ergodicity: Even though the phase space vector cannot be traced forever, the values of time averages of physical observables can be obtained by integrating the corresponding functions with given probability distributions in phase space. These distributions are then selected according to the physical situation at hand.
Can similar distributions be given for the case of nonequilibrium many particle systems? One possible answer comes from the assumption that such systems can be treated as chaotic dynamical systems as, indeed, many connections have been found between the dynamics of particle systems and the usual models considered in the theory of chaos. However, one could argue that the sort of dynamics observed in many particle systems come from mechanisms which di er to some extent from those yielding the complex behavior typical of (low dimensional) chaotic systems. 1 How can these views be reconciled? The answer could be the same that is given for the ergodic hypothesis in the case of equilibrium systems: one may try distributions suggested by the analogies between particle systems and chaotic dynamical systems. Then, if particle systems happen not to satisfy all the required conditions for genuine chaotic dynamics, one may have distributions which do not probe the phase space perfectly, but still lead to the correct values for the thermodynamic observables.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a review of results useful in the study of the above questions, along with our own interpretation of several aspects of the relevant theory.
Introduction
In statistical mechanics one starts from the dynamics of the elementary constituents of a system of many parts (the microscopic dynamics), and then tries to compute the values of average quantities (1) where is the phase space, and V could correspond, e.g., to the Hamilton equations. We denote by S t ? 0 the solution of the above system of equations with initial condition ? 0 , where S t : ! ; t 2 IR, usually is a 1-parameter group of transformations of the phase space. Then, for any ? 0 
Hence, one decides a priori which are the \physically relevant functions" , thus selecting a function space F( ), and then tries to compute the above limit for the given S t . But even if an appropriate choice of the function space guarantees the existence of the limit in eq.(2) for all 2 F( ), the problem of carrying out the integration and thus tracing the phase space vector S t ? 0 for in nite times remains.
In equilibrium statistical mechanics the problem has been solved by the ergodic hypothesis (which is still such, except for a limited class of models 2]), which states that 
for almost all ? 0 , 2 where the probability measure depends on the physics of the system. The classical probability distributions in the phase space are: (4) where E is a xed value of the energy and H is the Hamiltonian of the system. 
and generalizations thereof.
Though there is only a limited class of models for which the ergodic hypothesis can be proved, and although there are even situations where the ergodic hypothesis is known not to hold (e.g the ideal gas in a cubic box), the above mentioned measures are good enough to reproduce the time averages of the physically relevant functions (the observables). The reason is that di erent measures can lead to the same \correct" averages for the functions of a limited subset of F or, the other way around, small sets of functions cannot \probe" the ne di erences between 2 Here, almost all ?0 means that only a set of zero volume (zero Lebesgue measure) can be excluded. certain classes of di erent measures. Here, the average h i will be called correct if it equals (? 0 ) (eq.2) for almost all ? 0 2 . To clarify these ideas, consider the following dissipative baker map F : ! , (s. g. (6) where = 0; 1] 0; 1], and take a special set of probability measures and of functions on .
We will see that the averages of some functions are identical when computed with any of these measures, whereas other functions \see" the di erences of the di erent measures in the sense that they acquire di erent mean values when integrated with respect to di erent measures. A family of probability distributions on can be given by evolving the uniform measure 0 3 as schematically represented in g. This example is typical: we need appropriate measures on for calculating the values of the physical observables, but the very de nition of such measures depends on the function space under consideration. This dependence physically represents how nely one is able to probe the phase space: the resolution of the available measurement tools. In mathematical terms, it gives the topology on the space of measures. Usually, the observables are reasonably regular functions of phase, e.g. continuous in , and can be approximated with arbitrary precision by step functions. Therefore also can be reconstructed by binning the phase space with ner and ner grids and giving the weight (C k ) = h i to each bin C k , where (?) = 1 in the bin, and (?) = 0 outside. The constructed this way is called natural measure 3].
Then, the following two questions arise 3 The uniform measure is de ned by 0(E) = R E dx dy 0 for any (e.g. Borel) measurable set E. It is a probability measure because 0( ) = R dx dy = 1:
1. Equivalence of ensembles: Can in some limit di erent ensembles represent the same physical situation, characterized by the set of observables at hand?
2. The equilibrium ensembles can be written explicitly, and take simple forms (eq. (4), (5)). What about the non-equilibrium ensembles?
To answer these questions one should rst clarify the problem of the function space. Once that is done, one still realizes that non-equilibrium stationary states are extremely complex in general. For instance, they may assign a non-vanishing probability only to very complicated regions of phase space which cover a vanishing volume (fractals) 4], and one must then resort to sophisticated techniques from dynamical systems theory to characterize these states. In particular, G. Gallavotti and E.G.D. Cohen proposed the following 5] (see also G. Gallavotti's paper in this volume)
Chaotic Hypothesis: A reversible many-particle system in a stationary state, can be regarded as a transitive Anosov system for the purpose of computing its macroscopic properties. This is to say that a system of many particles is su ciently chaotic that the resolution power provided by the corresponding set of observables cannot distinguish it from an Anosov system; i.e. the deviations of the dynamics of the real system from that of an Anosov system are not observable, and the known expressions for the invariant measures of Anosov systems can be used. One will see a posteriori whether this assumption leads to correct results in statistical mechanics. For completeness we report the following:
De nition: An Anosov system is a smooth dynamical system ( ; F) such that every point ? 2 possesses stable and unstable manifolds W s (?); W u (?) which depend continuously on ?. 4 Additionally, there exists a Lyapunov spectrum gap that separates contraction from expansion factors: i.e. there is a constant > 0 such that all Lyapunov exponents satisfy j j j .
The simplest Anosov map is de ned by 
where the phase space is = 0; 1] 0; 1].
The above discussion motivates the use of the invariant measures typical of chaotic dynamical systems in the context of statistical mechanics. How can such measures be constructed? We answer this question in Section 2 deriving a classical representation of the natural measure of a chaotic system, which is based on orbital measures. In Section 3 we present further representations of the same measure, which are found in the literature, and in Section 4 we critically analyze the various results. 4 
The mixing property implies ergodicity, i.e. the validity of
for almost all ? 0 and all ?integrable functions . 5 How can we reconstruct the invariant probability measure ?
To construct amounts to partitioning by arbitrarily small cells C k , and assigning to each one of them a weight (C k ), which represents the asymptotic fraction of time that the trajectory 5 Eq. (10) is the form valid for discrete time evolution. In the case of continuous evolution we would have eq.(3).
starting at ? 0 spends on C k . For instance, if ? 0 is a xed point, and an in nitely di erentiable, rapidly decreasing function, we have n d? (12) where is the periodic orbit. However, xed and periodic points are too special to be of interest and, indeed, they may only cover a region of zero volume in . To obtain the natural measure , instead, one must take ? 0 randomly with respect to the uniform distribution (which represents an equilibrium state, before driving elds are switched on).
The procedure described below is not the most general, but illustrates the kind of arguments which can be used to derive . We will return on the question of generality later.
Periodic orbit expansion for maps
Here, we follow the approach of Ref. 6] . Let us start with a partition of the phase space by cells delimited by segments of stable and unstable manifolds, and let the cells be so small that their boundaries are approximately at. Distribute a large number of initial conditions on , according to the natural measure . Then, consider the cell C k of horizontal side length k and vertical side length k , and denote by (C k ) the weight of C k (top of g. 2). This means that the fraction of initial conditions in C k to their total number in equals (C k ). Let us iterate each of these initial conditions until a fraction of them returns to C k after some wandering in phase space, and let n be the number of iterations. Mixing now guarantees that the returning fraction approximates (C k ) better and better as n grows. Therefore, to compute (C k ) amounts to taking the large n limit of the fraction of returning initial points of C k . This fraction can be obtained as follows: let x 0 be a point which ends up in x n and assume that a segment of the stable manifold through x 0 , ab say, traverses the cell in the horizontal direction, while a segment of the unstable manifold through x n , c 0 d 0 say, traverses it vertically (see g. 2). When iterated n times forward, the segment ab ends up in the segment a 0 b 0 ; while the segment c 0 d 0 is the result of n iterations of cd.
Therefore, applying F n to the rectangle efgh we obtain the rectangle e 0 f 0 g 0 h 0 , and all points of efgh return to C k after n iterations. 6 Consider then the intersection of efgh with e 0 f 0 g 0 h 0 and denote it by c kn . Iterating backward the vertical segment l 0 m 0 we nd a strip lm which F n maps into the vertical side of c kn . Therefore, a small rectangle inside c kn maps into another small rectangle inside c kn . The intersection of these rectangles identi es a still smaller set c 0 kn . In other words, the points of c 0 kn after n iterations come back even closer to their initial positions than the points of efgh: we have F n (efgh) C k and F n (c 0 kn ) c kn , where c kn is strictly smaller than C k . One can repeat this process inde nitely, identifying points which are mapped by F n to progressively smaller neighborhoods of themselves. Then, using the smoothness of F, hence of F n , and using the convergence to zero of the area of such neighborhoods, a periodic point of period n is found.
This means that, independently of the smallness of C k , there is an unstable periodic point in C k if (C k ) > 0, and unstable periodic orbits turn out to be dense in A.
Now, let us repeat this construction with x 0 being the periodic point. Everything proceeds as above, except that x n = x 0 . Because of the smoothness of the map F n , a thin horizontal strip containing x 0 returns to C k after n iterations and, conversely, the points which return after n iterations lie in a horizontal strip containing a periodic point of period n. Let us label such a xed point x knj , to indicate the j-th periodic point of period n in the k-th cell. Such a periodic point will be characterized by its stable and unstable rates of contraction and separation (respectively the modulus of the eigenvalues s;knj and u;knj of the linearized map DF n at x knj ).
An important fact is the following: if we start with a smooth distribution in , e.g. the uniform distribution, successive iterations of F keep it smooth along the unstable manifolds, while they produce and enhance wrinkles in the stable direction (see gure 3). Therefore, given the assumed smallness of C k , we can consider as constant the distribution in the vertical direction.
At the same time we do not need to know how complex the distribution is in the horizontal direction, because nothing is lost from C k in that direction. The result is that the fraction of returning points of C k is just the fraction of the vertical side covered by the returning strip, and this fraction is j e f j k = k = j u;knj j k = 1 j u;knj j ; (13) where je fj is the distance from e to f. If there are more periodic points of period n in C k , and we denote by P = fC k g the partition of , the total returning fraction is obtained from (n) P (C k )j < P;n ; (14) 6 For this calculation, it does not matter to know which points of ef gh actually belong to the attractor A. where P;n is a positive quantity which can be made arbitrarily small by taking su ciently large n and a su ciently ne partition P.
If has d dimensions, instead of only 2, the same argument and same formulas apply. The only di erence is that u now represents the product of all expanding eigenvalues. Then, the average with respect to the natural measure of a smooth observable can be approximated by a sum over periodic points and cells as:
P k P j of period n (? k ) j u;knj j ?1 P k P j of period n j u;knj j ?1 + P;n ( ) = h i (n) + P;n ( ) (15) where P;n ( ) converges to zero in the large n, small C k limit. Indeed, there are two contributions to P;n ( ) both of which can be made arbitrarily small for a smooth . The rst contribution is due to the identi cation of all values of in C k with (? k ), while the second comes from the di erence between (C k ) and (n) P (C k ) in eq. (14) . Note that ner and ner partitions can be given by taking cells with only one periodic point of period n, and letting n grow. This is possible because the number of periodic points grows exponentially with the period. Therefore, the large n, small cell limits can be reduced to a unique limit in n. The term h i (n) in eq. (15) can be rewritten in a di erent fashion, considering that u is the same for all points in a given periodic orbit, i.e.:
h i (n) P !2Pn j u;w j ?1 P j2! (? j ) P !2Pn n ! j u;! j ?1 = P !2Pn n ! j u;! j ?1 h i ! P !2Pn n ! j u;! j ?1 (16) where n ! is the number of points of orbit !, h i ! = (1=n ! ) P j2! (? !j ), and ? j is the jth point in !. One concludes that the relative weight of ! among all orbits of same period is n ! j u;! j ?1 P !2P! n ! j u;! j ?1 :
This weight is suggestive: it says that ! gets higher weight if it contains more points, but the weight decreases if ! is more unstable as, indeed, u;! is a measure of the instability of !.
Let us take a look at the assumptions we made to obtain Eqs. (16, 17 2. The ergodic and mixing properties hold, so that for su ciently large n the fraction of time spent in a cell approaches the measure of the cell, and this is the fraction of mass coming back to the cell, i.e. for a given > 0 there is n such that
if n > n : (18) 3. F must be smooth so that F n is smooth, and nearby points remain such after n iterations. Each rectangle C k of a Markov partition can be labelled by a symbol which, for simplicity, we take to be the integer k. Then, a trajectory starting in the interior of a cell may be associated with the string of symbols given by the sequence of cells touched by the trajectory. For instance, the string ::: ?1 0 1 2 :::, with i 2 f1; :::; mg for all i, represents the trajectory whose initial condition ? 0 is in C 0 or, equivalently, the whole bi-in nite string may represent the point ? 0 itself. 9 Indeed, for a nite partition P, all trajectories starting in the interior of a given cell have a common block of symbols, ?T ; ?T+1 ; :::; T say, because the sequence of cell's interiors touched 7 A compact invariant set is called locally maximal if it has a neighborhood U ( ) such that any other invariant set 0 U ( ) containing must be itslef 8]. 8 The set is indecomposable if for every pair of points x; y 2 and every > 0 there are points x = x0; x1; x2; :::; xn = y and times t1; t2; :::; tn such that the distance from F t i (xi?1) to xi is smaller than . 9 The dynamics can now be viewed as a shift in the symbol string and it is called symbolic dynamics by the di erent trajectories fF n ?g, for all ? in the cell, is the same for n = ?T; ?T + 1; :::; T for some T 2 IN. However, if trajectories separate from each other (as implied by hyperbolicity), the remaining in nite strings preceding and following such a block are di erent. Equivalently, di erent continuations of a block of symbols common to all trajectories starting in a given cell identify di erent trajectories, and the longer is the common the block the smaller must be the cell. Therefore, a bi-in nite string characterizes all the past and the future of a given initial condition, i.e. characterizes a unique point. The representation of a point by a symbol string is then one to one, except for the points on the boundaries of the partition which, however, are a lower dimensional set and have vanishing measure. One may also choose one point in each cell, called the center, to represent the cell itself. The center of a cell can be any point in the interior of the cell and, if its symbol string is a periodic continuation of a given block, it is a periodic point. The arbitrariness of the choice of the center is irrelevant for the construction of the probability distribution, because the size of the cells must go to zero anyways. For the baker map eq.(6), successively ner Markov partitions can be easily obtained by iterating forward unstable boundaries, and backwards stable boundaries. The backward iterates are given by y n?1 = a y n and y n?1 = 1 ? (1 ? a)y n : (21) Then, the stable boundary y = 0 is mapped backward into y = 0 and y = 1. In turn y = 1 goes into y = a; y = a goes into y = a 2 and 1 ? a + a 2 etc. For the unstable boundaries we map forward: x = 0 goes into x = 0 and x = 1, which go into x = 0; 1; ; 1 ? , and these in turn go into x = 2 ; 1 ? 2 , etc. (see g.1).
In this case, trajectories (or points of the attractor) are codi ed by just two symbols, and any sequence of symbols is allowed (there is no pruning). For instance, let the symbols be = 0 if y < a and = 1 if y > a. Then where prime means that it is not a repetition of an orbit of smaller period, like f00g and f11g.
The prime orbits of period 3 are f001g = f010g = f100g = :::001001001::: f011g = f101g = f110g = :::011011011::: from which f000g and f111g are excluded because periodic of period 3 but not prime. The prime orbits of period 4 are f0001g = f0010g = f0100g = f1000g = :::000100010001::: f0011g = f1001g = f1100g = f0110g = :::001100110011::: f0111g = f1011g = f1101g = f1110g = :::011101110111::: while f0101g is not prime: it is a repetition of the period 2 orbit f01g = :::010101010101:::. Now, returning to the periodic orbit expansion eq.(16), we may consider the level of accuracy which can be obtained in the case of the baker map. If we are satis ed with low accuracy, we may take a partition with just two cells, each containing a xed point. Better accuracy is obtained taking a partition of 4 cells each containing one periodic point of period 2: these are the points f0g, f1g, and the two distinct points of the orbit f01g. The accuracy can be inde nitely improved by going to ever ner partitions, whose cells contain one periodic point of given period n.
Periodic orbit expansion for ows
Let us consider the case of continuous time evolution. The two dimensional map considered above can now be viewed as a Poincare' map for a three-dimensional ow, and the two-dimensional cells do play the role of cross-sections of 3-dimensional cells; which section does not matter, as the size of the 3-dimensional cells must go to zero also in the third dimension. Thus, a periodic orbit of period is now covered by n cells, in each of which a time t is spent, so that = n t. 10 However, di erently from the case of maps, it is very unlikely to have two orbits with exactly the same period. Hence, in order to get a good tiling of the phase space, we must consider a range of periods like ; + ), for some > 0, rather than just one period , and then count on the fact that the number of periodic orbits in such a range grows exponentially with . The POE formula is now modi ed as h i n; N ?1 n; X 2P ( ; + ) j ?1 u; n j l X k=1 t ;k (? ;k ) (22) where N n; is a normalization factor and ? ;k , for k = 1; : : : ; l , are points in the -th orbit distanced by t ;k . Denoting by t = max( t ;k ) and taking the limit as t ! 0, one obtains 
where ? is any point in the orbit of period . Again, we have an average obtained from weights that are proportional to the period, and inversely proportional to the instability of the periodic orbits, and we can state the following Theorem: Consider an Anosov ow S t on and let : ! IR be continuously di erentiable. Then equation (23) holds, where h i is the average of with respect to the natural measure.
Other approaches lead to the same result; see, e.g., Ref. 10] . In the following we give an overview of other representations of natural measures. Rather than going into the details we refer to some of the relevant literature. 
Then one introduces a function of the form 1
(1 ? t p ); t p = e p ?snp j u;p j (26) where P is now the set of all prime orbits, and n p is the period of orbit p. Under given conditions, the function 1= has the property that its largest zero is precisely s = Q( ), so that the derivatives of Q( ) can be obtained by di erentiating the function 1= , and setting to zero the result:
In particular, these expressions can be given a neat form if the prime cycles are expressed in terms of symbolic dynamics. For instance, assuming we only have two symbols as in the baker map, the -function can be easily expanded in the following sum 
If one decides to stop the expansion at a certain period n, the result is an approximation of the whole, which would be rather accurate if the rate of convergence with the period is fast. Now, to compute the average of observe that:
Using eq.(29) and eq.(27), we easily get @Q @ j = t 0 0 + t 1 1 + (t 01 01 ? t 0 t 1 ( 0 + 1 )) + (t 001 001 ? t 0 t 01 ( 0 + 01 )) + : : : t 0 n 0 + t 1 n 1 + (t 01 n 01 ? t 0 t 1 (n 0 + n 1 )) + (t 001 n 001 ? t 0 t 01 (n 0 + n 01 )) + : : : ; (30) and in more compact form we can write h i j = @Q 
The contributions with a k > 1 are called pseudo-cycles, or shadowing approximants, in the sense that the trajectory fp ij g, for instance, is approximated to some extent by a combination of the trajectories fp i g and fp j g.
To give an example consider the baker map of the form 
and compute the averages of (x) (x; y) = x and (y) (x; y) = y. Here we have (16) and eq.(31), although obtained in rather di erent fashions, use the same information on the dynamics of the system under study, hence they are equivalent in the limit of large periods, when both can be used. However, from a numerical point of view, the rate of convergence of the expansions is important, and in this respect the two expressions may perform quite di erently, depending on the cases.
The Markov partition method
Realizing how di cult it would be to nd the periodic orbits of a system of many particles, D.J. Evans 
where ? j is the center of the cell C j in the partition P T , with T the number of successive re nements of an initial Markov partition P 0 . The sum runs over all cells of P T , and u; is the absolute value of the Jacobian determinant of the dynamics restricted to the unstable manifold 
where f is the distribution function, N is the number of particles and is the thermostat.
However, this representation is not valid in the stationary state; as appropriate in nonlinear response theory, it only holds at nite times, i.e. during the transients leading to the stationary state. In this sense, the Kawasaki distribution is substantially di erent from the measures which are the object of this paper. However, as argued in Ref. 15] , there must be a deep connection, still to be fully understood, between the Kawaski distribution and the natural measure of the same particle systems. Indeed, results similar to those obtained for the stationary states are recovered in the long time limit by means of the Kawaski distribution. We refer to 15] for the details.
Representations for repellers
Nonequilibrium stationary states can be obtained not only as the result of dissipative processes, which produce (fractal) attractors. They can be obtained also by allowing escape from the phase space, as in chaotic scatterers 16]. In these systems, the non escaping trajectories constitute a fractal set (of saddle type), which can be endowed with a probability distribution similarly to the case of attractors. We refer the readers to the existing literature (e.g. 16, 17, 18] ) and Tasaki's contribution in this volume. However, it is worthwhile to mention that representations of the natural measure based on periodic orbits may fail in the case of high dimensional chaotic scatterers. Indeed there are such examples for which the periodic orbits are not dense in the relevant sets 19]. One interesting aspect of these stationary states is that the dynamics in phase space does not need to be dissipative. However, a continuous normalization of the distribution is necessary, to prevent it from getting vanishing mass in the long time limit. The process of normalization amounts to taking at each time step a conditional probability density, rather than the probability density itself, and that makes the dynamics e ectively dissipative on the space of measures 17, 20].
4 Concluding remarks 1 . What di erentiates, in practice, one representation of the natural measure from the others?
In the rst place, when all apply, we may have di erent rates of convergence to the desired result. In particular, consider the baker map of section 3.1, and compute the averages of (x; y) = x and (x; y) = y. In this case, the cycle expansion eq.(31) and the periodic orbit expansion eq. (16) give exactly the same result starting from the period 1 approximation. The Gallavotti-Cohen method, instead, gives the same if the centers of the Markov partition are periodic points, otherwise eq.(33) converges to the correct value at some rate.
The fact that all curvature corrections vanish as in the example of section 3.1 occurs for many hyperbolic maps. In di erent situations, where the curvature corrections do not vanish but are small, the convergence of the -function based method remains faster than that of the other methods. The situation changes if there is strong pruning. In this case, eq.(16) may perform better. This is the case of the Lorentz gas, for which many prime orbits have no shadowing approximants, and many pseudocycles approximate no prime cycle. Hence, curvature corrections remain relatively large, making the convergence of the -function based method worse than that of eq.(16), see ref . 21] . Improvements of thefunction based method, which could be used also for eq.(16), have been recently proposed by C.P. Dettmann and G.P. Morriss 22] .
2. The derivation of the various representations was di erent, hence it may happen that there are conditions in which one of the expressions is valid, while the others are not (we violate one set of conditions, but not the others or the Lorentz gas, which is not smooth, although strongly hyperbolic. In particular, there are arguments to justify why the representations based on orbital measures should perform well for wider classes of systems than those discussed above, but much needs to be done in this direction. Similarly, the Kawasaki representation has been tested in systems for which we are very far from proving that the conditions required for its validity 12 are satis ed.
The question of the necessity of the chaotic hypothesis of Ref. 5] , and of how it could be relaxed in such a way that the same results can be obtained, is then quite open, but some care must be used. In particular, if certain mathematical structures are not explicitly invoked in some of the derivations mentioned in sections 2 and 3, it does not immediately follow that they are not necessary. For instance, the systems for which we can safely assess the validity of the usual assumptions -e.g. ergodicity-in su ciently general terms, also admit Markov partitions, even if far too complicated to be constructed in practice.
3. From a numerical point of view, the Gallavotti-Cohen method is di cult to implement, because the explicit construction of the Markov Partition is rather problematic and has not been implemented so far on particle systems. Methods based on periodic orbits, instead, are easier to implement because only nitely many steps are needed at each level of approximation, but so far they are feasible only for simple particle systems, such as the Lorentz gas. Hence, the only viable method for many particle systems at present is that based on the Kawasaki distribution, provided one can get reasonably close to the stationary state. This method, indeed, can be implemented without the explicit construction of a Markov partition, and does not require the samplig of periodic orbits.
4. Even if numerical calculations are not possible, one may still use the given representations of natural measures for formal derivations. In this way, a number of theoretical results have been demonstrated for rather general particle systems. In particular, we now have:
(a) A proof that entropy production is positive in thermostated systems 23, 24, 25] (b) A uctuation theorem, which relates the probabilities of di erent entropy production rates 5] (see also Ref. 15] 
